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ABSTRACT 

 At my high school, many of the classrooms have class sets of devices, such as 

laptops, Chromebooks, or iPads. As the school purchased more and more technology, the 

administration also cut back on our paper availability and began to limit our copies. Due 

to the influx of technology and the decrease in paper availability, I decided to study the 

efficiency and effectiveness of a paperless classroom. 

 In my high school physics class I taught one unit traditionally, all on paper, the 

next unit was taught nearly paperless, with work being distributed and turned in 

electronically. I surveyed students about their feelings towards paper versus paperless 

assignments, notes, and exams. Classwork completion rates were compared between the 

two units. I gave a pre-test and post-test for each unit to compare achievement. I also kept 

a time log and teacher journal each day. 

 Many students did not have positive attitudes towards going paperless in the 

beginning, but by the end, most students had a positive attitude towards the paperless 

classroom. The classwork completion rates showed a gain from the paper unit to the 

paperless unit. The test results were also better in the paperless unit. The time log showed 

that time spent taking out and putting away devices was saved by not having to pass out 

papers and transitions were quicker. The journals showed that making the switch to 

paperless was frustrating for both the teacher and the students at first, but the experience 

became more and more positive as the unit progressed. 

 This project had a positive outcome and I will continue to head towards a nearly 

paperless high school physics classroom.   
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

For the past five years, I have been teaching physics. My current position involves 

teaching physics and Project Lead the Way Principles of Engineering. I teach at Artesia 

High School in Lakewood, California. It is a traditional high school with about 1,500 

students. Our school culture is aimed at college readiness through rigor and providing 

academic support to help students meet high standards. Approximately 71% of our 

students are Hispanic/Latino, 11% of our students are African American, 4% 

are Caucasian, and 13% are Asian/Filipino/Pacific Islander. Seventy-seven percent of our 

students qualify for free or reduced lunch. When Artesia High School was scored based 

on how we do with our students compared to similar schools in California, we scored a 

ten out of ten (“California School Ratings: Artesia High School,” 2014). We perform 

better than other schools with similar demographics, and that is something for which we 

are very proud.  

The principal of my school is very enthusiastic about technology and asked me to 

be one of the first teachers to pilot using a class set of iPads. Over the past couple of 

years, the teachers at my school have had our allotment of paper greatly reduced. In the 

past year, our copies have been reduced from being unlimited to extremely limited. These 

changes have led teachers to find more creative ways to manage their classrooms. 

Currently, I am focused on implementing new science standards and revising outdated 

curriculum. This task means that I must effectively distribute information to students 

without relying on old textbooks. To distribute this material, it must either be copied or 

distributed electronically. This situation led me to consider the best way to make my 

classroom nearly paperless.  
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Teaching physics, a course which is not require for high school graduation, I 

typically have college bound students enrolled in my class. These students decided not to 

take an Advanced Placement level science course, but still chose to take more science 

than is required of them. This results a class full of mid to upper level students in my 

course. I am looking for ways to efficiently enact a paperless classroom. I currently have 

a class set of Chromebooks and the time it takes for students to get out and put away their 

devices in addition to the time it takes to log in and log out of their accounts is something 

that needs to be considered. I am interested in finding ways to make classroom activities 

and transitions more efficient to make up for the additional time needed to manage the 

technology during each class period.  

To monitor achievement levels, I gave pre- and post-tests for my unit before 

implementation and my implementation unit. I also tracked classwork completion rates 

for each unit. To find an effective way to implement the paperless classroom, I surveyed 

students and kept time logs. I gave students a pre- and post-survey to determine their 

attitudes towards technology in the classroom. I also surveyed students to determine how 

many students had access to technology while they were off campus. As I don’t typically 

assign homework, my concern for off campus access is students’ ability to study for 

exams if their work is all technology based. Lastly, I kept a journal about how my class 

time went and was spent both before paperless implementation and after implementation.  

This led to the creation of my focus question, what technology-based tools can I 

utilize to create an effective and efficient paperless classroom with one-to-one in-class 

Chromebooks in a high school physics classroom? In addition, the following sub 

questions were researched, what classroom procedures can be implemented to create 
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greater efficiency in utilizing technology? and can the use of technology in the classroom 

improve achievement and learning? 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

 Schools and school districts have many decisions to make related to infrastructure 

when implementing technology in the classroom. When purchasing technological 

devices, schools or districts try to choose devices that are both cost effective and can 

meet the needs of their students and teachers (Minshew & Anderson, 2015). Some 

schools or districts decide to implement the use of iPads or other tablets because students 

can write and draw on them (Hesser & Schwartz, 2013). Other schools or districts decide 

to provide laptops with full keyboards. Another important decision is to decide if students 

will use their devices in class only or if they will be able to be taken home (Storz & 

Hoffman, 2013). The schools and districts must also set up a robust Internet infrastructure 

to accommodate all the additional devices on the network (Minshew & Anderson, 2015). 

Once decisions about devices have been made, teachers and other staff must 

decide what types of software need to be added before students receive the devices 

Teachers need to have access to devices prior to distribution to students or classrooms. 

This provides an opportunity for teachers to become familiar with the technology prior to 

implementation (Storz & Hoffman, 2013). Technology coordinators and administrators 

often do not give teachers and students access to download new programs onto student 

computers or tablets. When a teacher finds new, helpful applications or software, it is 

often a very long process to get the program approved and added to the device (Minshew 

& Anderson, 2015). In other cases, if the software used changes partway through the 

class, the entire method for facilitating the class may change. It is important that as the 
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new technology is implemented, the teachers have a plan in place and have tried activities 

on the devices themselves (Hofstein et al., 2012).  

There are different software programs that can be used to manage a paperless 

classroom. The goal of the paperless classroom is to have all the resources for the course 

in one place online that can be accessed from anywhere. However, in many cases, a 

physical textbook is still in use to supplement the online resources (Lopresto, 1990). 

Much of the research on paperless classrooms has been done at the university level. Some 

schools moved towards paperless classrooms to save money on paper, while others did it 

to try to get ahead of the online learning trend (Wattles, 2001). Professors previously had 

to write their own codes and computer programs to host their materials and have students 

submit work. The trend then moved towards simple websites used in conjunction with 

email. Now teachers have many learning management system options. Teachers can use 

Google Classroom, Canvas, Blackboard, Moodle, and many more. With these programs, 

teachers can host class documents, class notes, assignments, and exams. Students can 

take exams, download documents, and turn in assignments. Each learning management 

system needs to be evaluated before one is chosen. Some are free while others have a 

cost. There are differences in the ease of use and ease of grading when using these 

systems (Wang, 2010). 

 Administering exams in a paperless classroom can be a difficult task. Instructors 

want to ensure that their exams are secure and that students are completing them within 

set parameters. The instructors also want to be able to use various types of questions, not 

all of which work well when being answered on a device. Another issue is that many test 
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banks are currently incompatible with the online systems to administer exams (Braun, & 

Crable, 1998). 

In general, students are hesitant to start the transition from paper to paperless, but 

typically end up liking the experience. Teachers, on the other hand, are often left 

frustrated by the process. Some of the frustration stems from unreliable infrastructure 

such as Internet or devices not working, but other frustrations come from policies that do 

not allow teachers to utilize specific software. The use of devices is very new to teachers 

and they want more training. They are being given some training, but do not feel that it is 

sufficient to effectively implement a new way of running their classrooms (Minshew & 

Anderson, 2015).  As one-to-one computing and paperless classrooms become more and 

more common, some of the training could be moved to teacher training programs so that 

teachers enter the classroom prepared to utilize any technology that is available to them 

(Spires, Oliver, & Corn, 2012). 

METHODOLOGY 

To study the effectiveness and efficiency of the paperless classroom I 

implemented two units in my physics classes, one using paper (non-treatment) and the 

other paperless (treatment). The research methodology for this project received an 

exemption by Montana State University's Institutional Review Board and compliance for 

working with human subjects was maintained (Appendix A). I taught these two units 

to 99 students in the 10th, 11th, and 12th grades. During the non-treatment unit, everything 

was done traditionally and electronics were not used. For the treatment unit, nearly 

everything was done and submitted on the computer. For each unit, I administered a pre-

tests and post-tests on the content.  In addition, the students completed fill-in-the-blank 
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notes handouts, did homework problems, read articles, and did lab activities. I was then 

able to compare the students’ achievement on tests, completion of notes, homework 

problems, and activities between the non-treatment and treatment units. I also surveyed 

and interviewed students to gauge their feelings towards using technology in the 

classroom before and after these two units of instruction.  

Prior to and after my study, I administered the Student Technology Pre/Post-

Survey to determine student preference, perceived learning, and home access when using 

technology (Appendix B). The survey included 11 questions using Likert style rankings 

of strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, and strongly disagree. The results 

were compared and reported using stacked histograms. At the end of the study I also 

interviewed students to gain further insights about their experiences and preferences 

when completing assignments on paper or on the computer (Appendix C). The interviews 

were analyzed for common themes and used to support other data analysis claims.  

During both units, each day during class, I recorded how much time was spent on 

each activity, and after class I recorded my thoughts about the day’s activities in the Time 

Log and Teacher Journal (Appendix D). The time logs were compared between the two 

units to assess efficient and effective use of time. The journal entries were analyzed for 

common themes and used to support other claims made when data was analyzed.  

At the end of each unit, I assessed students’ classwork based on completion and 

compared completion rates. I was looking to see if students completed a different 

percentage of their work when using paper versus using technology. The scores for their 

classwork were analyzed using normalized gains and reported with box and whisker 

plots.  
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The first unit on waves and sound was done traditionally. Students took notes on 

fill in the blank handouts, did labs, problem sets, and activities all on paper. I gave the 

students the 20 question, multiple choice Waves and Sound Pre/Post-Test to measuring 

their learning at the beginning and end of the unit (Appendix E). The results of the Waves 

and Sound Pre/Post-Test were analyzed using normalized gains statistical analysis and 

reported with box and whisker plots (Hake, 1998). 

For the second unit on waves and light, I administered the Waves and Light 

Pre/Post-Test at the beginning and end of the unit to measure learning (Appendix F). The 

results of the Waves and Light Pre/Post-Test were analyzed using normalized gains 

statistical analysis and reported with box and whisker plots. During the second unit, I 

conducted the activities on the computers. Students accessed notes and submitted 

assignments through Google Classroom. Students took exams online through Google 

Forms and interacted with their peers through Verso Learning and Google Drive. 

During the technology based unit, I distributed documents through Google 

Classroom, making a new document for each student. On the different documents, 

students were able to fill in notes, answer reading questions, fill in lab assignments, and 

complete conceptual problems. Some items required drawings or equations, students 

would typically use a white board or piece of paper to draw or solve problems and take a 

picture of it to insert into their documents. Students also complete some classwork and all 

tests and quizzes through Google Forms. Some tests required that students use scratch 

paper, but all the answers were recorded in the Google Form. When watching a video that 

involved a misconception, students were able to anonymously record their thoughts 

through Verso and respond to each other. I knew who wrote what, but to the students it 
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was anonymous, students were able to interact based on shared thinking, instead of 

choosing to respond only to their friends. 

The results from the Waves and Sound Pre/Post-Test (Appendix B) and 

the Waves and Light Pre/Post-Test (Appendix F) were compared for significant 

differences in gains by comparing normalized gains. The normalized gains are assessed 

as high (>.7), medium (.3-.7), or low (<.3) (Hake, 1998). The methods of collection are 

summarized in the Triangulation Matrix (Table 1). 

Table 1 

Data Triangulation Matrix 

Question Data Sources 

Focus Question: 

What technology-based tools can I 

utilize to create an effective and 

efficient paperless classroom with 

one-to-one in-class Chromebooks in a 

high school physics class? 

Time Log Teacher 

Journal 

Student 

Technology 

Pre/Post-

Survey 

Sub-question #1: 

What classroom procedures can be 

implemented to create greater 

efficiency in utilizing technology? 

Time Log Student 

Interview 

Questions 

Teacher 

Journal  

Sub-question #2: 

Can the use of technology in the 

classroom improve achievement and 

learning? 

Waves and 

Sound 

Pre/Post-

Test 

Waves and 

Light 

Pre/Post-

Test 

Classwork 

Completion 

Rates 

 

DATA AND ANALYSIS 

Prior to implementation, 57% of the students agreed that turning in assignments 

digitally was effective for them (N=99). By the end of the study, 83% agreed that turning 

in assignments digitally was effective (Figure 1). When asked if students agreed that they 

preferred to turn in assignments digitally versus on paper, 50% agreed prior to the 

paperless unit, whereas 78% agreed after the paperless unit. One student said, “I prefer to 
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do class work digitally because it is all saved online and I don't have to worry about 

losing papers.” Prior to implementation, 58% of students agreed that they were organized 

when their work was digital, 76% agreed after implementation. One student stated, “I 

prefer to do classwork digitally because it is easy to keep track of assignments and helps 

with organization problems.” Only 45% of students preferred to take notes digitally prior 

to the Waves and Light unit. After taking all our notes digitally for the whole unit, 78% 

of students agreed that they preferred to take notes digitally.  One student said that they 

preferred to take notes digitally because “when taking notes on paper I get upset about 

how fast I am writing and how I’m not learning anything because my handwriting is so 

messy and I know I’ll never look at it in my notebook, but with online notes everything is 

neat and the writing is nice.” When asked to agree or disagree with the statement “I 

would feel confident taking a computerized exam,” 58% agreed prior to paperless 

implementation, whereas 78% agreed after the paperless classroom implementation. One 

student said, “I do not have a preference when taking multiple choice tests. However, it is 

easier to type free response answers, rather than write them out by hand.” 
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Figure 1. Student Technology pre/post survey results, (N=99). Question 3: Turning 

assignments in digitally is an effective way for me to submit my work. Question 5: I 

prefer to turn in assignments digitally. Question 7: I feel organized when all of my 

assignments and notes are digital instead of on paper. Question 10: I prefer to take notes 

digitally. Question 11: I would feel confident taking a computerized exam. 

 

From the Time Logs, I found differences in transition times and times to get class 

started each day between a paper based classroom and a paperless classroom. In the paper 

based unit, it took students an average of one to two minutes for students to have their 

notebooks out and ready to begin class. It also took an average of one to two minutes 

each time that I handed out papers. When students handed out papers, it took two to four 

minutes. Transitions averaged two to three minutes in the paper based unit. In the 

paperless unit, I had students pack up 30 seconds to 1 minute before the bell. 

During the paperless unit, it took an average of three to four minutes after the bell 

for students to have their lap tops logged into Google Classroom and ready to start. There 
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was not any time spent passing out papers, although I did have to spend one to two 

minutes posting saved items to Google Classroom on a few occasions. The transition 

times were typically 30 seconds to 2 minutes, but averaged about 1 minute. I gave 

students three minutes at the end of each class to log out, put away, and plug in the 

laptops. 

According to my teacher journal, during the unit on paper, I talked mostly about 

class running smoothly. In one instance I wrote, “class went well today, the students took 

notes on their hand outs and worked on their labs in groups.” One day I noted that 

“students who volunteer to pass out papers are being distracted/distracting, it is making it 

so that I cannot really start to explain until the papers are passed out, I think it is faster to 

just hand them out myself.” Another issue that I mentioned a couple of times was having 

difficulty reading what students wrote, making it harder to grade for content, as opposed 

to completion. Towards the end of the unit I stated that “I am having to make new copies 

of papers because absent students never picked them up and some students lost them and 

took an extra set, now I am out of copies and everyone realizes they need a paper right 

before their notebooks are due.” 

During the paperless unit, my journal entries showed frustration in the beginning. 

On the very first day I thought that the pre-test was loaded onto Illuminate for students to 

take it, but when they logged in, all they saw was a blank test without any questions. “I 

was scrambling to get the pre-test into Google Forms since after messing around with the 

settings in Illuminate for a few minutes my students still could not see the test. I could see 

the test, I don’t know why they could not. I got it into Google Forms, but my morning 

students lost a good chunk of class time while I did it.” One day I stated that “some 
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students are complaining a lot about not liking to type their notes, they are slow at typing 

and take a very long time to copy the notes into their slides. It is fill in the blank, I hope 

they get quicker at this.” As the unit progressed, most of my journal entries became more 

positive. I commented that “if I add a one by one table into the Google Doc where I want 

students to answer, they can type into that box and it grows as they type, without messing 

up the formatting.” Test taking and grading were talked about positively saying “students 

know exactly where to sit for computer based tests now” and “that quiz was so easy to 

grade because I could read their answers and didn’t have to decipher different 

penmanship.” Towards the end of the unit I stated that “it has been so nice to be able to 

post links or supporting documents for absent students to access so that they could 

complete the work and to be able to just assign a missed quiz or test digitally. I did not 

have to find old papers or make new copies when students were absent or forgot about 

something and students did not lose their work because it was all electronic.” The post-

test was multiple choice and the day I gave that test I wrote “my students were studying 

their notes on Google Drive before the test today and they were so excited to know their 

test scores as soon as they submitted their tests.” 

During the traditional unit on paper, my students scored an average of 34% on the 

Waves and Sound pre-test. They scored an average of 52% on the Waves and Sound 

post-test (Figure 2). These scores result in a normalized gain of 0.27 which is considered 

a low gain. For the paperless unit, Waves and Light, my students averaged a 34% on the 

pre-test again, but this time, they averaged a 75% on the post-test (Figure 2). This is a 

normalized gain of 0.62, a medium gain.   
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After accepting late work and allowing absent students to get caught up, when 

grading based on completion, my students earned an average of 91% on their classwork 

assignments during the unit on paper. During the paperless unit, the classwork average 

increased to 95% (Figure 2). The normalized gain in classwork percentages is 0.36, this is 

a medium gain. In the unit on paper 18% of the students completed 100% of their work, 

whereas in the paperless unit 58% of the students completing all their work, earning a 

100% on their classwork for the unit. 

 
Figure 2. Test score and classwork score distributions, (N=99). 

INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSION 

The paperless unit had positive results when it came to time use, student 

preference, and performance. I was quite surprised by how much time was being spent 

handing out and collecting papers. It turned out that the time spend taking out and putting 

away computers was made up for in time savings from not having to hand out papers and 
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from transitions going more quickly. The beginning and ending of class combined was 

about three minutes prior to implementation and about six to seven minutes after 

implementation. These three to four minutes were made up by saving minutes in 

transition times and paper passing times. Even when my students are working on paper I 

usually have technology incorporated on the teacher end of the lesson, so technology 

issues, like the internet being down, were still issues, weather the unit was being 

conducted on paper or on the computer. For me, I spent time converting documents into 

Google Docs with spaces for student to put their answers, instead of spending time at the 

copy machines. When grading, I can see students’ work wherever I am, without carrying 

around stacks of papers. I am also able to read students’ answers, this is important to me, 

since I struggle to read different penmanship. I could grade quizzes much more quickly 

than I had been able to in the past, however, I did not give a quiz during the Light and 

Sound unit, so I cannot compare real times, but I had the quizzes from the Light and 

Sound unit graded by the end of the period they were given, the quiz was several 

multiple-choice questions, followed by one short answer question. It seems that when 

comparing a paper unit versus a paperless unit each has its own places where time will be 

saved, resulting in similar efficiencies. 

The students and I had frustrations at the beginning of the paperless unit. On the 

pre-implementation survey, many students did not view the exclusive use of technology 

in the classroom in a positive light. At the beginning of the paperless unit I had some 

technical issues and my students had a learning curve to get used to a new way of taking 

notes and doing assignments. There was a significant amount of complaining at the 

beginning. After a few days, the complaining stopped, except for from a small, vocal 
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minority, and the students and I got better at doing things in a paperless environment. 

Change is hard for humans, so it makes sense that the students would be reluctant at first, 

but the students who embraced the change had great results. Most students began to view 

turning in assignments and taking notes digitally in a much more favorable way. By the 

end of the paperless unit, the post-survey and interviews showed large gains in students’ 

favorability in doing things digitally. They thought that they were more organized, could 

easily access assignments, could take notes easily, learned well, studied well, and could 

take tests well. I do agree with a student who said that they “like calculation assignments 

on paper instead because it is easier to work questions out, but assignments that have to 

do with reading and words, I'd rather do it on the computer.” As we move away from 

problem based physics and focus more on concepts with the new Next Generation 

Science Standards, there should be less and less problem sets, but the math will likely 

still need to be done on paper or whiteboards. 

For students and myself to use technology in an effective way, I utilized the 

Google suite of tools, including Classroom, Docs, Slides, and Forms. I also utilized an 

application called Verso where students could interact and have a guided discussion. I ran 

into some issues with having students fill out PDF documents and have tried having 

students use a plug in called Kami, but there are glitches and I am in contact with the 

developers to help pinpoint and fix the issues. Additional tools such as PhET simulations 

and a wave table simulator were utilized as well. 

For my students to be ready to learn as quickly as possible, through this process 

systems were set up. One such system was that students get their computers as they walk 

into the room and log into Google Classroom. The students then put their laptops at “30 
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degrees,” meaning that the surface of the keys and the screen make approximately a 30-

degree angle. When I saw all students with their screen tilted down, I knew that they were 

ready for instructions. I also asked students to give me 30 degrees when I was showing a 

video clip or giving instructions in the middle of class, this helped to ensure that I had the 

students’ attention and that they were not distracted by what was on their screen. Giving 

students enough time to log off and put away and plug in their computers was vital for 

keeping the computers organized and in working order, three minutes seemed to be 

sufficient in my classroom. 

During the paper unit on Waves and Sound my students had low gains in 

achievement from pre-test to post-test. During the paperless unit on Waves and Light the 

students had gains that are considered medium, but on the very high end of the medium 

range from their pre-test to post-test. I saw the students studying more for the second 

unit. The students were pulling up their notes and their old assignments on the computer 

and really reviewing in class when given time to do so. I didn’t see students utilizing 

study time before the test as much with the unit on paper. Some students felt like they 

were not learning as well because they were typing their notes instead of writing them, 

but once they got their test scores, immediately because the test was digital, they were 

happy with what they had learned. 

During both units, I graded classwork based on completion. In my classes, most 

of my students do most of their work and I accept late work. That all being accounted for, 

there were medium gains in classwork completion from the paper unit to the paperless 

unit. During the paper unit, when students were absent or they misplaced a paper, they 

would have to ask me for a copy of the paper. Trying to be environmentally friendly and 
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resource friendly, I try to make very few extra copies. As the quarter ended and students 

realized they didn’t have a paper, either because they never picked one up after being 

absent, or they misplaced it, they would ask for new copies. Often by that point, I was out 

of papers and would need to dig out the original to make more copies. Some students 

would do assignments, but couldn’t find them. Others would have their packet nearly 

done, but would hesitate to turn it in because it wasn’t complete. These problems were 

eliminated with the paperless unit. Now, when students were absent they had access to 

the assignments online. When students didn’t finish an assignment, they could go back to 

it in Google Classroom and complete it and submit it without having to find it or ask for a 

new copy. When a student missed a test or quiz, all I needed to do was assign it to them 

at the appropriate time. I stopped needing to keep track of papers that were turned in and 

papers that I needed to have originals of and extras of hanging around for students to 

inevitably ask for more copies of. I still give grades for assignments at the end of the unit, 

but now I can see from my computer who has completed what, as opposed to when 

students turn in a notebook or a packet, I can’t really see who is missing assignments 

along the way, until it is all turned in. This helps me to be able to remind students to get 

their work in. 

My students changed their attitudes for the better towards taking notes and doing 

assignments digitally. My students saw greater gains in pre-test to post-test scores when 

doing the unit digitally. And my classroom ran more smoothly once procedures were in 

place for the digital unit. Being a Google school district, the Google suite of tools are 

right for my situation to implement a paperless classroom. 
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VALUE 

As technology advances and improves, there will be changes to how it is utilized 

in secondary classrooms. Although the published research from a few years ago mostly 

shows that there were not significant gains in achievement or engagement, I think that as 

the tools are improving, we will see more and more gains. The results that I got seemed 

to be better than what researchers had found in prior years. Even being a younger teacher 

who has always had a computer in my home and has had internet since before middle 

school, it took a significant amount of training and four years with technology in my 

classroom for me to take the plunge into a single paperless unit. I don’t think that giving 

teachers technology without significant support will cultivate a culture of meaningful 

classroom technology use. However, with support, a plan, and confidence, I see that 

implementing a technology based high school science classroom can have real benefits to 

both the teacher and the students, as long as the teacher can get past the initial frustration 

phase. I think that having students work on their typing skills for five minutes as a warm-

up may be one way to help students feel more confident when taking notes and doing 

work on the computers. 

As a high school physics teacher, I had previously used technology for virtual labs 

or to have students do research and make Google Slides presentations, but I had never 

attempted to conduct an entire unit without paper. Previously, when I wanted to try 

something new, I would try it for a little while, then if it got frustrating for me or if 

students complained, I would abandon it and go back to the traditional way. Since 

completing my Waves and Light unit, I have moved most of my assignments to 

electronic versions, some of my students are happy about that and when we use paper ask 
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why we can’t do it on the computer, while others still ask for paper and complain when 

things are done on the computer. I have learned that I cannot please everyone, but that I 

have the data to back up the fact that most students prefer it and they perform better on 

both classwork completion and assessments, so I have the confidence to keep it up. A few 

weeks after the paperless unit I had students take notes on presentations given by their 

peers, about 85% chose to take their notes on the computer, while only 15% chose to take 

notes on paper. There are a vocal few who are still resisting the change, but I know that I 

will start off with a paperless classroom next school year and the students will never have 

known any other way. Overall, there were some frustrating moment, but this was a very 

positive experience and study. 

As an educator, going through this experience has changed the way I look at 

embracing changes in my classroom. What I found from this study is that it may be 

frustrating for both the teacher and the students at first, change is hard for humans, but if 

you persist, then the change may be positive for all involved. I will make sure that I 

commit to giving a fair chance to any new processes and methods I try in my classroom 

by implementing them for at least one month or one unit before deciding if I will keep 

them. I really value the information that I obtained from student surveys and interviews, I 

may make surveys about new things I try a regular part of my classroom culture. I have 

learned that there will often be a few vocal naysayers, but with data and persistence, I can 

make positive changes to culture and learning in my high school physics classroom. 
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1. How does the student use of technology impact your interest in your classes? In 

physics class? 

2. How does the student use of technology impact your learning in your classes? In 

physics class? 

3. How accessible to you are digital assignments outside of class? How do you gain 

access to them? 

4. Do you prefer to do classwork digitally or on paper? Why? 

5. Do you prefer to do homework digitally or on paper? Why? 

6. Do you prefer to take tests digitally or on paper? Why? 

7. Do you prefer to take notes digitally or on paper? Why? 

8. Do you prefer to do group projects digitally or on paper? Why? 

9. How can our school make your experience doing work digitally better? 
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Time Log 

Date:          

Start Time End Time  # of mins Activity 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

Teacher Journal 

 

Activity Reflection 

  

  

  

  

  

Overall Thoughts: 
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